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Introduction

3. Bundles split regions, stakeholders, and Terroir
components

A transition from production to consumption is happening in rural areas worldwide. As a
result of this transition, some of these rural areas are serving amenity functions,
including wine regions in Nova Scotia (NS) and Ontario (ON), and, thus, are becoming

Hierarchical clustering of the overall dataset (Fig. 4) indicates some initial patterns,

destinations for different types of users. This introduces complexities in such socio-

though the nuance found in models of data subsets is not able to be shared here:

ecological contexts, particularly when decision making around rural development.



Niagara (ON) region focus on the production aspect of terroir while NS advertises the

Using Instagram content, this study aim to explore how visitors and market insiders

consumption aspect, perhaps because of the relative maturity of the industry in ON,

portray the wine regions, identifying common visual motifs and delivery of CES.

and thus the maturity of their terroir and related knowledge.

Methods




group in terms of wine experience portrayals, indicating projected (marketer) images

A hybrid of deductive and inductive content analysis was applied to text and photos

are being recursively reproduced by visitors (or vice versa). However, visitors charac-

from selected (Figure 1) posts at established (ON) and emerging (NS) wine regions.


Visual motifs were coded inductively from photos, and hashtags were coded
deductively based on Cultural ecosystem services (CESs)

as categorized in the

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005), typically identifying subcategories
inductively.


Our results did not show any significant differences between marketers and visitors

teristically portray people and social relations more often than marketers as key to a
Figure 2 Collage representation of linear vine motifs helps balance copyright and privacy of Instagram users.

vineyard experience.

2. CES, sense of place and the complexity of Terroir
Four CES dominate the posts, including recreation and ecotourism (NS=92 and ON=98), sense

Statistical Analysis included Multiple Correspondence Analysis and Cluster Analysis

of place (NS=74 and ON=42), aesthetic value (NS=44 and ON=22), and social relation (NS=40
and ON=24).
The sense of place concept is the most complex in vineyards, including coded subthemes like

Terroir, sense of belonging, and award-winning. Based on the literature and our findings, Terroir
seems to be the entanglement of provisioning (wine, food), cultural (aesthetic, tourism, social
relations), and relational (the good life) services (Fig 3). Our results suggest that Terroir includes
two distinct components - terroir consumption (TC) and terroir production (TP), which are
defined as the enjoyment of consuming and producing wine in the regions, respectively, which
cluster with different regions in our study (Fig. 4).

Terroir dimensions of sense of place were

also mentioned more by industry insiders than visitors, which may be a type of advertising
Figure 1 The steps undertaken for data collection, filtering, and analysis.

Figure 4 Overall dataset hierarchical cluster analysis.

strategy among marketers.

Discussion and Conclusion

Results
1. Visual motifs often repeat

Our study indicates that there is some similarity between visitors and marketers portrayal
of wine regions in ON and NS, which confirms the recursiveness of destination images

Content analysis indicates that the most common features or motifs were quite similar
between the regions, including linear vines, sky, tree, and grass. To showcase the

(Ryan, 2002). The other contribution of this research can be found within the context of ES

experience of the most common motif, linear vines, we used collage visualization that

framework, where Terroir sits at the nexus of relational, production and cultural ES. Terroir

combines representation of this popular feature from 16 different photos in NS (Fig 2).

is being used as a marketing strategy among industry insiders. Our findings also indicate

This kind of visualization also allows for both privacy and copyright to be protected

that values and motifs are context-based and may vary region to region. Moreover, an inno-

within the dataset. The geometry of these linear vines, more than the grapes hanging on

vative method of visualizing content from publicly accessible social media sites was piloted,

them, seem to be a particularly iconic element of a vineyard posting.

which helps to balance privacy and copyright issues concerns with social media research.
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Figure 3 Conceptual illustration of Terroir in relation to the ES framework

